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Portable

C200
200 Watt Powered Column Loudspeaker with
an 8" Subwoofer, 4 High Frequency Drivers,
Bluetooth Audio Streaming, LED Lighting
and Remote Control

##

Modular column loudspeaker for
portable PA applications and
high quality music playback

##

Extremely wide sound dispersion
provides consistent sound to the
audience and performers

##

200 Watt power with multi-channel
Class-D technology

##

High quality Bluetooth*
audio streaming

##

MP3 player included to play audio
files via USB sticks and
SD/MMC cards

##

LED lighting creates
club-style atmosphere

##

Comprehensive remote control
included for ultimate flexibility

##

3 channel mixer with
individual gain controls

##

Studio-grade echo adds finishing
touch to your sound

##

Intuitive user control interface with
LCD display for ease of navigation

##

8" high excursion low frequency
driver for strong sub-bass response

##

4 x 2.5" drivers with edge wound
copper voice coils for extended
high frequency reproduction

##

Precision-lock system eliminates
speaker cables and stands

##

High impact and
lightweight enclosure

We call the C200 a modular column
loudspeaker, but you'll call it simply
amazing! Engineered to provide
extremely wide dispersion and
high-quality sound, the C200 brings
it all together in a surprisingly
lightweight (29.3 lbs/13.3 kg) and
easy to use, all-in-one form factor.
Thanks to the onboard 3-channel
mixer and 200-Watt Class-D amplifier
driving a custom-engineered 8"
subwoofer for deep bass, and 4 x 2.5" drivers for extended high frequency
reproduction, the C200 is ideally-suited for small to medium-sized
performance venues, houses of worship, boardroom presentations,
nightclubs, and much more. Bluetooth connectivity lets you stream
music from your smartphone, tablet or other enabled device, plus the
onboard MP3 player lets you access audio files on USB sticks and SD/
MMC cards. Best of all – the included remote control lets you manage the
system from anywhere in the room.
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##

Integrated protective perforated
steel mesh grilles

##

Integral ergonomic carrying handle
for ease of portability

##
##

3-Year Warranty Program*

Class-D – Massive Power,
Perfect Sound
Thanks to our revolutionary Class-D amplifier
technology, we are able to provide you
with enormous power and incredible sonic
performance in an easy-to-use, ultra-portable
and lightweight package. Class-D amplification
makes all the difference, offering the ultimate in
energy efficiency and eliminating the need for
heavy power supplies and massive heat sinks.
This amazing technology makes it possible to
design and build extremely powerful products
that are significantly lighter in weight than their
traditional counterparts, while using less energy
and protecting the environment.

Designed and engineered
in the Germany

Bi-Amplification - The Path to
Absolute Signal Integrity
With its 200 ultra-clean Watts of digital
output delivered courtesy of true bi-amping
(2 amplifiers per speaker system), the C200
delivers high-resolution sound that really brings
out the best in your music. While some of our
competitors apply simple passive crossovers,
which inaccurately separate the frequency
spectrum and degrade driver performance,
Behringer has gone the extra mile – driving the
woofer and tweeters with separate amplifiers
for absolute signal integrity.

*Warranty details can be found at musictribe.com
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Big on Bluetooth
We know your music lives on your phone, computer or tablet, so we've made it easy to access and
play through the C200. With a simple swipe of your finger, you can instantly stream all of your favorite
music from any Bluetooth-equipped device, such as your computer, smart phone or tablet. Streaming
music via Bluetooth Technology opens up a tremendous amount of available content, such as a
virtually limitless array of online radio-channels, multimedia providers and much more. Imagine that
you have the whole PA at your fingertips; control the party from the dance floor, or the background
music comfortably from your chair. Simple, easy and amazing!

LED Light Show
Yes, you read that correctly; the C200 comes equipped with its very own light show. As the music
plays, an array of multicolor LEDs dance in time to the music and sweeps through an vibrant palette of
patterns and colors – guaranteed to get the party started!

DSP & Remote Control
The C200 provides a wealth of features not typically found in a portable PA loudspeaker of this class.
Features like DSP (Digital Sound Processing) with 3 band EQ, echo and dedicated presets for Pop, Rock,
Jazz, Classic, Country or Music that can be switched between your SD files, FM radio and Bluetoothstreamed tracks. These settings can be adjusted locally using the intuitive user control interface with
LCD display, or via the included remote control, which also functions as command central for all
playback duties.
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Built-in Mixer
The C200 features a fully addressable onboard 3-channel mixer with two 1/4" inputs that accept balanced
or unbalanced TRS and TS dynamic mics, and a combo 1/4"/XLR connector that accepts balanced or
unbalanced connections for dynamic mics and line-level instruments, such as an external mixer.
The simple and intuitive user interface consists of a dedicated Level control per channel, a Master
volume and separate controls for Treble and Bass.

Onboard MP3 Player
For those times you want to rock out old-school style, C200’s MP3 player has you covered – and it
accepts your music files whether they live on a USB stick or an SD/MMC card. The more tunes,
the merrier!

Custom-Engineered Drivers
Powerful, high-efficiency Class-D amplifiers technology sure sounds impressive – but what about the
part of the system you actually hear? We never cut corners on our drivers (woofers and tweeters), and
we never just pull what we have off the shelf. Our LF (Low Frequency) and HF (High Frequency) drivers
are designed specifically for each application – it’s what sets us apart from the competition. When you
buy a Behringer active loudspeaker, you can rest assured the drivers inside have been engineered to
perform flawlessly with every other element for truly professional results. The C200 cranks out massive
quantities of low end, with articulate, detailed mids and crystal-clear highs.
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Extraordinarily Versatile
The C200’s extraordinary fidelity and frequency response makes it a favorite of public speakers,
vocalists and instrumentalists alike. Setup and operation couldn’t be simpler, just plug in a microphone
and power – and let the show begin. Additional active loudspeakers can be chained together via the
XLR Output jack on the rear panel.

Sound Value
The C200 stands head and shoulders above the rest of the pack and delivers exceptional performance,
even when pushed to the limit. Lightweight and powerful with Bluetooth streaming, 200-Watt
bi-amplified Class-D power, onboard MP3 player, DSP and custom-designed drivers, the C200
active loudspeaker is ideal for both speech and music applications – at a price that is unheard of in
this class.
Experience the C200 at your local dealer today, or get yours online, and find out why more and
more professionals are turning to Behringer active loudspeakers for their superb performance and
extraordinary value.

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own
Music Tribe factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality
assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have
one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous
Warranty program.
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For service, support or more information contact the Behringer location nearest you:

Europe
Music Tribe Brands UK Ltd.

Tel: +44156 273 2290
Email: CARECrea@musictribe.com
CAREEnte@musictribe.com
CARELife@musictribe.com

USA/Canada
Music Tribe Commercial NV Inc.

Tel: +1 702 800 8290
Email: CARECrea@musictribe.com
CAREEnte@musictribe.com
CARELife@musictribe.com

Japan
Music Tribe Services JP K.K.

Tel: +81 3 6231 0453
Email: CARECrea@musictribe.com
CAREEnte@musictribe.com
CARELife@musictribe.com

Music Tribe accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph, or statement contained herein.
Technical specifications, appearances and other information are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Midas, Klark Teknik,
Lab Gruppen, Lake, Tannoy, Turbosound, TC Electronic, TC Helicon, Behringer, Bugera and Coolaudio are trademarks or registered trademarks of Music Tribe Global Brands Ltd.
© Music Tribe Global Brands Ltd. 2019 All rights reserved.

